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Using new computer software, scientists have been able to quantify the human               
casualty toll on a possible asteroid                strike  for the first time. Combing population data
with statistical                results from thousands of impact locations all over the world, the            
   researchers have concluded that the US and China stand to lose the most,                both
economically and in the numbers of casualties. The research team,                headed by Nick
Bailey of the University of South Hampton, UK, used small                asteroids in their analysis,
which are more frequent and harder to                spot.                

Quote: &quot;The team focused on smaller asteroids because they                hit the Earth more
frequently. An asteroid a few hundred metres across hits                the planet about once every
10,000 years, on average, while those larger                than 1 kilometre hit only every 100,000
years or so. Small asteroids are                also harder to spot. &quot;We're more likely to be hit
by one without much                warning,&quot; Bailey told New Scientist. Using maps of
population density,                the researchers charted the places likely to suffer the most
casualties. As                might be expected, countries with large coastal populations turned out
to be                most vulnerable, with China, Indonesia, India, Japan and the US in the top          
     five spots.

               

Ever since the Asian tsunami in December 2004, analysts have been                particularly
worried about the possible effects of an asteroid impact in the                ocean. The Asian
tsunami struck a dozen countries and resulted in the deaths                of over 300,000 people.
But even though Shoemaker                Levy 9  struck Jupiter in July 1994 with the whole world
watching, the                world in general has not thought much about the possibility that such an 
              object could strike the earth. The Bible states that during the tribulation,                a
large asteroid will indeed strike the ocean, causing much devastation.

               

Revelation 8:8-9
               And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great mountain burning with               
fire was cast into the sea: and the third part of the sea became blood; And                the third
part of the creatures which were in the sea, and had life, died;                and the third part of the
ships were destroyed.
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http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn11467?DCMP=ILC-Top5&amp;nsref=dn11467
http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/sl9/
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